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Abstract
Question: Most adolescents live in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC), and about 10% of them face mental
problems. The mental health provision gap in low- and middle-income countries could be addressed by evidencebased practices, however costs are implementational barriers. Digitalization can improve the accessibility of these
tools and constitutes a chance for LMIC to use them more easily at a low cost. We reviewed free and brief evidencebased mental health assessment tools available for digital use to assess psychopathology across different domains in
youth.
Methods: For the current study, instruments from a recent review on paper-based instruments were re-used. Additionally, a systematic search was conducted to add instruments for the personality disorder domain. We searched
and classified the copyright and license terms available from the internet in terms of free usage and deliverability in a
digital format. In the case that this information was insufficient, we contacted the authors.
Results: In total, we evaluated 109 instruments. Of these instruments, 53 were free and digitally usable covering 11
mental health domains. However, retrieving information on copyright and license terms was very difficult.
Conclusions: Free and digitally adaptable instruments are available, supporting the strategy of using instruments
digitally to increase access. The instrument’s authors support this initiative, however, the lack of copyright information
and the difficulties in contacting the authors and licence holders are barriers to using this strategy in LMIC. A comprehensive, online instrument repository for clinical practice would be an appropriate next step to make the instruments
more accessible and reduce implementation barriers.
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Background
The estimated pooled global point prevalence of mental
disorders in youth is 13.4% [1, 2], and most adult neuropsychiatric disorders originate during childhood or
adolescence [3]. Functional impairment in youth is likely
to compromise life in adulthood [4, 5]. Thus, addressing
mental health problems early in life is an opportunity and
priority for the global mental health agenda [6, 7]. Ninety
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percent of youth around the world live in low-and-middle-income countries (LMIC) [8], where mental disorders
have an exceptionally high prevalence [9]. Developing
adequate mental health services is problematic due to
a lack of government policy, inadequate funding, and
insufficient trained clinicians [6]. Cost-efficient strategies
to address this mental health care gap in lower resource
contexts are urgently needed [10, 11]. In general, health
professionals often make decisions about diagnosis and
treatment under stressful circumstances and with incomplete information [12].
Evidence-based assessment (EBA) is an essential component of improving mental health care services. EBA is
an approach to clinical evaluations “[...] that uses research
and theory to guide the selection of constructs to be
assessed for a specific assessment purpose, the methods
and measures to be used in the assessment, and the manner in which the assessment process unfolds” [13]. EBA
relies on the use of psychometrically sound instruments
and clinical decision-making algorithms [14]. Importantly, EBA can act as a structuring principle by guiding
initial case formulation, helping identify treatment targets, and selecting effective treatment strategies.
EBA can also support treatment monitoring which
constitutes a critical feedback loop for health care workers [14]. The use of EBA is associated with improved
treatment engagement and treatment response in youth
[15, 16]. EBA can optimize care in non-specialized settings, especially in combination with task-shifting strategies to overcome the lack of trained personnel [10].
However, the cost and logistics involved in instrument
selection, delivery, and interpretation present barriers to
implementing EBA [17].
While paper-and-pencil formats provide an inexpensive solution, digital formats can be advantageous,
structuring EBA and increasing efficiency through the
automatization of scale calculation and retrieval of normative values. Automatically generated reports can
provide guidance for the next steps in treatment. Integrating a digital EBA system with an electronic health
record (EHR) can help cover clinical and administrative processes and streamline clinical care. We expect
that digitalized EBA can support and improve the quality of mental health care without burdening healthcare
workers.
Digital literacy and access to the internet have vastly
expanded, particularly in LMICs [18]. Moreover, children
and adolescents are likely to be more familiar with digital
formats on computers and mobile devices and find them
easier to use and more appealing than paper-and-pencil
formats [19]. This trend will likely become even more
accentuated in the future. Digitalization is a foundation
for data-driven improvements of health care services,
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for example, through data-driven research and improved
quality management. However, the use and benefit of
e-tools is far from matching its potential [20].
The Mental Health Information Reporting Assistant (MHIRA) project is working on developing and
implementing digital EBA in LMICs [21]. Our goal is to
provide an open-source software platform to support
digital EBA, making EBA more accessible and affordable
in LMICs. For digital development, many institutions
involved in global health, including USAID and World
Health Organisation, endorse the nine design principles
for digital development: “design with the user”; “understand the existing ecosystem”; “design for scale”; “build
for sustainability”; “be data driven”; “use open standards”,
“open data”, “open source and open innovation”; “reuse
and improve”; “address privacy and security”; and “be
collaborative” [22]. MHIRA follows these principles. In
line with the principle “reuse and improve”, the MHIRA
research group hypothesizes that many psychometric instruments available in paper-pencil format can be
freely adapted and used in an electronic format.
Free use in digital formats

Digital versions of psychometric instruments of child and
adolescent psychopathology (e.g., Achenbach scales or
the BASC) are available. However, these solutions require
a license fee, and while the fee might be justified compared to the benefits for the health care services, costs
undoubtedly present a barrier in LMICs. Providing free
access to EBA instrumentation is crucial in such settings.
In this context, Becker-Haimes et al. [17] found 95 free
and brief instruments (in paper-and-pencil format) to
assess overall mental health, depression, eating disorders,
anxiety, substance use, disruptive behaviour, suicidality,
bipolar disorder, and psychosis in youth. However, the
list of instruments is not necessarily valid for the digital
implementation of the instruments. “Free” instruments
might have license terms that do not allow for free digital
usage; that is, only a paper-and-pencil version is free for
use.
The aim of the current review was to identify brief and
free instruments that can be used to assess common
mental health as well as personality disorders in children
and adolescents in a digital format.
We focused on brief instruments because they are less
time-consuming for clinicians, and less burdening for
patients. We hypothesized that sufficient authors and
copyright holders would allow for free digital usage of
instruments to cover the assessment of a wide spectrum
of mental health disorders in children and adolescents.
Additionally, we investigated the availability and quality
of information to determine whether healthcare workers
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could use an instrument for free in a digitally adapted
format.
The increasing use of mobile devices, the proliferation
of digital technologies, and the development of e-health
services in response to rising demand have created great
expectations and opportunities for the potential of health
care delivered using digital tools. This review is a timely
first step in increasing use of EBA to help address current
global mental health needs.

Methods
Updating the list compiled by Becker‑Haimes et al. [17]

Reusing and building on currently available resources is
a principle to apply digital technologies to development
programs. Hence, we reused results from a recently published systematic review by Becker-Haimes et al. [17]
with the new purpose of collecting information about
free usage in digital format. In their synthesis, BeckerHaimes et al. [17] included 95 brief and free instruments
for the assessment of mental health in children and adolescents distributed in 10 domains: Overall mental health
n = 12; Anxiety n = 11; Depression n = 13; Disruptive
behaviour n = 12; Trauma n = 7; Eating disorders n = 12;
Suicidality n = 6; Bipolar disorders n = 6; Psychosis
n = 3; Substance use n = 13.
Addition of measures for personality disorders

In addition to these, we included the domain of personality disorders. The diagnostic system for personality disorders is shifting towards a dimensional approach. The
current review only considers the newer dimensional
approach reflected in the upcoming ICD-11, mandatory
starting in 2022, and the Alternative Model for Personality Disorders (AMPD) of the DSM-5 [23, 24].
First, we adopted the search criteria used by BeckerHaimes et al. [17] to identify standardized instruments
for personality assessment. We searched the PubMed
and PsycINFO databases from 1986 to September 2020
using the following search terms: ("Personality Disorder"
OR "Borderline personality disorder") AND ("instrument" OR "survey" OR "questionnaire" OR "measure" OR
"assessment") AND ("psychometric" OR "measure development" OR "measure validation“). We filtered by age
criteria to include adolescents (13-18 years) and young
adults (19-24 years). We considered all empirical studies and reviews of personality measures for children and
adolescents.
We then screened titles and abstracts. We classified
articles as “relevant” if they reported instruments that
were brief, i.e., 50 items or fewer, including sub-scale
items to be consistent with the review by Becker-Haimes
et al. [17]. We reviewed articles that described a self-orthird party-report measure for evaluating personality
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disorders based on the ICD-11 or DSM-5 AMPD (i.e.,
papers that referenced scales assessing personality functioning, maladaptive personality traits, and borderline
personality disorder). To comply with the dimensional
approach using a general personality disorder category,
we excluded instruments for specific personality disorders according to the categorical approach (e.g., narcissistic personality disorder). However, we retained
instruments for borderline personality disorder because,
according to the ICD-11 criteria, it still constitutes a qualifier based on trait configuration, a diagnostic procedure
also valid for DSM-5 AMPD. We excluded instruments
that referenced measures for assessing components of
personality pathology but not for diagnosis (e.g., emotion regulation, impulsivity). When in doubt, we decided
on the relevance of articles in consensus meetings of
the authors MC and YQ. Finally, we excluded articles
that were not in English. We added to the resulting list
measures regularly used by authors and colleagues with
expertise on personality disorders. The reason for this
decision was that we wanted to acknowledge the clinical relevance of these measures, which is essential in the
EBA approach. We did not register our protocol.
Classifying instruments as “free to use and in digital
format”

To examine whether instruments were free to use in
digital format, we made basic considerations about copyright and license terms. To be considered an appropriate
instrument for our purposes, the use of an instrument
needed to not be contingent on payment. In addition,
the adaptation to a digital format must be allowed, as this
legally constitutes the creation of a derivative, which the
authors had to explicitly authorize. Creative Commons
is a global non-profit organization providing internationally applicable copyright license terms [25]. Based
on these terms, we also distinguished between instruments that were free to use for commercial versus noncommercial purposes. We considered only commercially
usable instruments to include in our final list. We made
this decision considering that health care services will be
the final users of the list of instruments in mental health
settings where patients might have to pay for these services. Instruments in the public domain (i.e., no exclusive
intellectual property rights apply) to meet our “Public
Domain” criteria were included [26].
Copyright search procedure

First, we researched copyright and license terms from
instrument-related publications or copies of the instruments we could find. If not available from there, we
searched for copyright information on Google combining the name of each instrument with the search terms
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“copyright” and “license”. When we could not make a
clear assessment based on the retrieved information or
when copyright information was unavailable (see additional materials), we sent two standardized emails to
the authors within 2 months. In these emails, we asked
permission from the authors to use their instruments
for our purposes (i.e., free clinical use and adaptation to
digital format). We found contact information using one
of the following methods a) from the instrument-related
publication, b) from a Google search using the author’s
name as a search term, or c) from the ResearchGate
platform [27]. We excluded instruments from our list in
case we could not contact the authors. A few responses
were unclear (e.g., authors explicitly allowed clinical use
but not commercial use), in which case we contacted the
authors again for further clarification. We refrained from
any further clarification attempts after this for feasibility
reasons. In the next step, we analyzed all copyright information from the different sources regarding the two criteria of our review (i.e., free clinical use and adaptation to
digital format).
At this point, we sorted out cases that remained unclear
and excluded instruments whenever we did not find viable options for using the instruments in a digital format
or when the authors could only grant permission under
a standardized procedure for the eventual end-user (i.e.,
individual clinicians or clinics). Finally, we excluded
instruments that were only allowed for use by specific
end-user subgroups (e.g., only individual practitioners
but not clinics, or only specific countries).

Results
In this review, we started from two sources to compile a
final list of free and brief instruments for clinical use in
a digital format, one based on a reused list by BeckerHaimes [17] and the other based on our systematic
search of the literature on instruments for the assessment
of personality disorders. Regarding our first source, we
added one instrument for assessing childhood trauma
(‘Child Trauma Screen’ Questionnaire) which met our
inclusion criteria and was pointed out to us when contacting the authors of another measure. The revised list
comprised 96 instruments for the assessment of different
psychopathology domains. Our systematic search of the
literature on personality disorder instruments resulted
in 69 articles that presented 59 additional instruments
(refer to Supplementary File 2 for the PRISMA Flow Diagram). Fifty instruments were removed because they did
not meet inclusion criteria (e.g., containing less than 50
items or were not tested in children or adolescents, etc.).
This resulted in a list of 9 instruments to which 3 instruments were added by experts collaborating in the project. A final list of 13 instruments for the assessment of
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personality disorders were identified. Two instruments
assessed Criterion A (i.e., personality functioning), two
assessed Criterion B (i.e., maladaptive personality traits),
and eight evaluated borderline personality disorder.
After merging the two sources, we evaluated 109
instruments regarding copyright licensing conditions
(refer to the list of instruments in Supplementary File 1).
This list did not count versions with different numbers of items. To finally decide whether instruments
were allowed to be used for free in clinical settings and
adapted into a digital format, we assessed accessible copyright information from the internet or the copyrights
holders’ statements in their email responses.
Our analysis of the copyright license information found
on the internet (without considering the email responses
of the copyright holders) revealed that 30 instruments
were usable in clinical routine without costs. However,
only 14 instruments were usable in clinical routine and
adaptable to a digital version. For 59 instruments, the
information retrieved from the internet was not sufficient regarding free usage. For 86 instruments, it was not
clear whether the license holder allowed the adaptation
of the instrument to a digital format. For details on single
instruments, please refer to Supplementary File 1 which
summarizes the information retrieved on the internet
regarding the usage terms for each scale.
For 88 instruments (81%), the information found on
the internet regarding free digital usage was not conclusive. Consequently, we contacted the copyright holders of
these instruments (see Supplementary File 3). Out of the
88 contacted copyright holders, 39 allowed using their
instrument for the described use case of distributing the
instrument in a free open-source platform. Only four
copyright holders did not allow free usage in digital format. There was no definite answer in five cases because
the current review is a hypothetical case and authors only
gave permission case by case based on a formal application process. In 33 cases (33%) we were unable to reach
the copyright holders due to lack of contact information,
or we did not receive a response to our inquiry. In the
next section, these cases are referred to as “no use possible” because the instruments should not be used without
the permission of the copyright holder.
Our final list of instruments that can be freely used
in clinical settings and adapted to a digital format comprised 53 instruments for the assessment of 11 domains
(please see Fig. 1): overall mental health n = 7; anxiety n = 3; depression n = 7; disruptive behaviour n = 5;
traumatic stress n = 5; eating disorders n = 4; suicidality
n = 2; bipolar disorders n = 2; psychosis n = 2; substance
use n = 8; and personality disorders n = 8. Supplementary File 1 shows the instruments for each included
domain. At least two instruments were free and adaptable
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Fig. 1 Main result - Count of free digitally usable instruments. Figure 1 shows how many instruments were adaptable to a digital format and free to
use in the investigated psychopathology domains

to digital format for each domain. For some domains, up
to 8 free and adaptable instruments were available.

Discussion
A minimum of two and a maximum of eight instruments
were freely usable in digital format for each investigated
psychopathology domain. We received many positive
and encouraging email responses from copyright holders indicating that they are very supportive of using their
instruments in regular clinical work or research free of
charge. The only consistent request made by authors was
a correct citation of the instrument authorship.
However, accessing license and copyright information
was a major hurdle: it is complex and time-consuming
for clinicians to determine if they can freely use a given
instrument in a digital format. For the criterion “free
usage” alone, the information was not conclusive for
50% of the instruments. For the combined features “free
usage” and “permission to use software adapted format”
information was insufficient in 81% of the instruments.
Even after attempting to contact the authors, the information was still insufficient for 33% of the instruments
due to unavailable contact information or no response.

Copyright information would be most readily available if the authors provided this information on the
instruments or in a corresponding scientific article.
Instruments with published copyright statements can
be used according to the terms indicated in the copyright statement without contacting the copyright holder.
However, by default, the status of instruments without
a published copyright statement is that all rights are
reserved by the copyright holder. Therefore, health care
workers interested in these instruments will need to
contact the copyright holders to get permission. In the
list of instruments in Supplementary File 1, instruments
with a published copyright statement can be found consulting the columns “Free (copyright licence info available on the internet)” and “Software adaptation allowed
(copyright licence info available on the internet)”. In
contrast, for those instruments for which we received
approval via email, the copyright holders are open to
grant free access and allow digital usage, however, we
recommend that written permission be obtained from
the copyright holder.
In summary, it required considerable effort to find
free instruments with reliable information on their
usage terms. We argue that this is a barrier to the use
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of digital and paper-based EBA in LMICs, especially as
mental health workers in LMIC may be less well connected through research networks to stay up to date
on current EBA. An online repository for clinical practice instruments would be a convenient solution to this
problem. It could centralize all required information
by, for example, offering more straightforward ways
to contact the authors or publishers of instruments
or containing structured information about usability terms. Additionally, a repository could address the
problem of source legitimacy. The uploaded instruments could require a Common Creative license, thus
standardizing the copyright issue, and adding instruments would require a confirmation that the user has
permission from the copyright holder. Moreover, individuals may report instruments that are incorrectly
uploaded.
Another issue is the quality of instruments, their
clinical utility, and contextual information about their
optimal use. The psychometric properties of all instruments in Supplementary File 1 are discussed in either
[17, 28–30], with the exception of the personality disorder assessment instruments, most of which are found
in either [31, 32]. However, in our view, reviews are not
the most convenient resource on instrument quality
information because they cannot be updated. Researchers must conduct a new review using their own search
terms and criteria for instrument selection, which is
inefficient. An online repository providing psychometric properties and links to the original articles could
help clinicians select appropriate brief and free instruments in digital formats that meet their needs and
are appropriate for the relevant population. In such a
repository, clinicians could also curate instruments and
leave comments (as is already familiar from well-known
online platforms) on the quality and clinical utility of
the instruments as additional information. Users could
also report on their experience with the instruments
and give advice on how to best use the instrument.
Finally, a search engine would enable filtering instruments by age range, informant perspective, topic, disorder, and other relevant criteria.
A significant limitation of the current study and
other reviews is restricting searches to English versions of the instruments. Often, authors do not provide
information on cultural adaptations and their respective psychometric properties (e.g., Becker-Haimes
et al. [17]). This limitation makes it difficult to find
available instruments for non-English speaking contexts. Information on available cultural adaptations is
complicated to provide. Again, a repository could contain this information, and a filter could point users to
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the available culturally adapted instruments. This platform would facilitate an instrument exchange between
clinicians and researchers who could share their work.
A relevant question is who should offer such a repository to guarantee sustainability and legitimacy to the
service.
An open-source digital format would likely be a good
solution for digital versions. Open-source software
projects could provide helpful functionalities, such as
validating the entered data and skipping non-relevant
questions based on previous responses, which could be
considered a standard. Individuals could create questionnaires using a spreadsheet or different questionnaire builders. Even though such open-source tools are
used in research, they are less so in mental health clinical
applications.
The use of instruments in a digital format presents
several challenges for mental health services. Barriers
include high costs, the need for adequate training, and
ensuring data security and privacy in data storage and
transfer [33, 34]. Although these technical and practical limitations exist, digital assessments offer the advantages of speed in administration, automated scoring,
quick delivery of results, and the possibility of reaching
remote locations more easily than face-to-face assessments. Digital assessments are also more efficient when
scaling, because increasing volume does not significantly
increase costs [30].
Implementing EBA practices across clinical settings
and delivering assessment instruments in digital formats
requires specialized software. Our motivation for writing this review is our participation in the MHIRA project [21]. The project revolves around a digital platform
that facilitates data-driven and evidence-based clinical
practice to support mental health care workers, including
and especially in LMICs. The intention behind MHIRA is
also to facilitate structured data collection for research.
By following the digital principle of ‘reuse and improve’,
MHIRA can make existing instruments available digitally.
The software is open-source (https://github.com/mhira-
project/) and accessible in-low resource contexts with
initial implementation sites in Latin America, Eastern
Europe, and Sub-Saharan Africa. This review addresses
the availability of free EBA for digital usage for MHIRA
or similar software.
When transitioning from a paper-and-pencil to a digital format, the validity of previously established psychometric properties must be carefully considered [31].
However, paper and digital versions can be considered
equivalent under certain conditions [32]. Collecting
normative data with digital versions and comparison to
paper versions are required.
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Conclusion
Instruments that can be delivered free of charge in a
digital format do exist and are available for clinical
and scientific use in several domains of psychopathology. However, access to copyright information remains
challenging. This may hinder the use of available instruments and delay the implementation of urgently needed
evidence-based assessment procedures. Instrument
developers should strive to provide clear copyright
information including details on adaptations to the
digital format. Open-access software for providing and
reporting free and digital instruments is needed.
Abbreviations
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